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A perfect ohmic contact is formed at the interface of indium tin oxide (ITO) and
N,N9-di(naphthalene-1-yl)-N,N9-diphenyl-benzidine (NPB) using ReO3 as the interfacial layer. The hole
injection efficiency is close to 100% at the interface, which is much higher than those for interfacial layers of
1,4,5,8,9,11-hexaazatripheylene hexacarbonitrile (HAT-CN) and MoO3. Interestingly, the ReO3 and MoO3
interfacial layers result in the same hole injection barrier, <0.4 eV, to NPB, indicating that the Fermi level is
pinned to the NPB polaron energy level. However, a significant difference is observed in the generated
charge density in the NPB layer near the interfacial layer/NPB interface, indicating that charge generation at
the interface plays an important role in forming the ohmic contact.

T
he formation of ohmic contacts at metal/organic semiconductor (M/OS) interfaces or indium tin oxide
(ITO)/OS interfaces is one of the most important techniques for removing parasitic resistance in organic
semiconductor devices. Several methods have been used to form ohmic contacts at M/OS or ITO/OS

interfaces, including surface modification of ITO1,2, heavy doping of organic semiconductors with p- and n-
dopants3–8, and insertion of an interfacial layer possessing a deep Fermi level between the metal and organic
semiconductor layers9–14. Among these, insertion of a thin interfacial layer is widely used because it is simple and
effective.

Despite the wide use of interfacial layers, perfect ohmic contacts between ITO and organic hole-transporting
layers have rarely been reported; ohmic contacts are evaluated using the charge injection efficiency (gINJ), defined
by the following equation15:

gINJ~
JINJ

JBULK
,

where JINJ is the injection-limited current density, which is the measured steady-state current density of a single
carrier device, and JBULK is the bulk-limited current density, which is the theoretical maximum current density
that can flow through the organic semiconductors. According to the above definition of charge injection effi-
ciency, the perfect ohmic contact supplies the organic semiconductor with a current density equal to JBULK and
has a charge injection efficiency of 100%. Recently, the charge injection efficiencies at various contacts have been
reported; examples include the insertion of thin layers of WOx, V2Ox, and MoO3, with gINJ values of 20–40%9, 5–
8%9, and <5%10, respectively, for hole injection from ITO to N,N9-di(naphthalene-1-yl)-N,N9-diphenyl-benzi-
dine (NPB). The formation of a perfect ohmic contact as the top contact of NPB/1,4,5,8,9,11-hexaazatripheylene
hexacarbonitrile (HAT-CN)/Au has been reported, but the hole injection efficiency was only about 30% at the
bottom contact of ITO/HAT-CN/NPB10. The injection efficiencies of ITO/hole-transporting organic semi-
conductors are as yet far from perfect ohmic contacts.

In this paper, we report that perfect ohmic contacts can be formed between ITO and NPB layers using ReO3
7,16

as the interfacial layer. Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS),
and photoluminescence (PL) measurements indicated that energy barrier lowering and charge generation in the
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NPB layer near the interfacial layer/NPB interface with an ReO3 layer
result in formation of a perfect ohmic contact.

Results
Hole injection efficiency. Hole-only devices with the structure ITO/
high EA material (1 nm)/NPB (1,000 nm)/high EA material (1 nm)/
Ag (70 nm) were used to investigate the hole injection efficiency,
where EA is the electron affinity. Various high EA materials, i.e.
HAT-CN, MoO3, and ReO3, were used to investigate the
effectiveness of the interlayer in the enhancement of the hole
injection properties. A thick NPB layer (1,000 nm) was used to
reduce the effect of the built-in field, and thin interlayers (1 nm)
were used at both contacts in the hole-only devices to minimize
the effect of the bulk resistance of the high EA layers. Fig. 1a and
1b show the current density–average applied electric field (J–F)
characteristics of hole-only devices with high EA materials as the
interlayer. The J–F characteristics of a hole-only device with no
interlayer are also displayed in the figures for comparison. The
current densities were significantly enhanced by inserting
interlayers compared with those of the device without an
interlayer. Among the interlayers, ReO3 gave the highest current
density, followed by MoO3 and HAT-CN. The current density
with an ReO3 interlayer was about one order of magnitude larger
than that with an MoO3 interlayer.

For calculation of the hole injection efficiencies from the J–F char-
acteristics, we need to obtain JBULK using equation (1), which can be
expressed using the field-dependent space-charge-limited current
(SCLC) as follows17,18:

JBULK~JPF-SCLC~
9
8

e0erm0 exp 0:89b
ffiffiffi
F
p� � F2

L
, ð1Þ

where er is the relative dielectric constant, e0 is the permittivity of a
vacuum, m0 is the zero-field mobility, b is the Poole–Frenkel (PF)
coefficient, F is the average applied electric field, and L is the thick-
ness of the organic semiconductor layer. The JPF-SCLC value was
calculated using m0 and b measured using the time-of-flight method
(Supplementary Fig. S1a, S1b) and known values of F and L. We used
a dielectric constant of 3. The experimentally obtained m0 and b
values were 2.85 3 1024 cm2/(V s) and 1.27 3 1023 (V/cm)K,
respectively. The values are very close to the reported values for
NPB19,20. The PF-type SCL current density is shown in Fig. 1a and
1b as a solid line. The JPF-SCLC is very close to the J–F characteristics of
a hole-only device with an ReO3 interlayer.

The hole injection efficiencies of hole-only devices with various
high EA materials, extracted from Fig. 1a and 1b, are plotted in Fig. 1c
as a function of the average applied electric field. The hole injection
efficiency is almost 100% with an ReO3 interlayer, indicating that a
perfect ohmic contact is formed in the device using this interlayer. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the highest hole injection efficiency
reported to date for an ITO/NPB contact. In contrast, the HAT-CN
and MoO3 interlayers gave much lower hole injection efficiencies,
2.3% and 8.9%, respectively, at 150 kV/cm.

Energy level alignment based on UPS measurements. In order to
understand the hole injection properties, the energy level alignments
at ITO/high EA materials/NPB interfaces were investigated using
UPS measurements. Fig. S2 shows the UPS (He Ia, 21.2 eV)
spectra of the samples with incremental deposition of NPB on
ITO/high EA material (1 nm) substrates. The normalized
secondary electron cut-off regions are displayed in the left panels,
and close-up views of the valence band regions are displayed in the
right panels. All binding energies are referenced to the ITO Fermi
level. The initial cut-off position of ITO, with a work function (WF) of
4.22–4.40 eV, moves toward the lower binding energy side by
0.52 eV (HAT-CN), 1.61 eV (MoO3), and 1.80 eV (ReO3) after

deposition of a 1 nm thick interlayer. The work functions of the
1 nm thick interlayer are 4.86 eV (HAT-CN), 6.01 eV (MoO3),
and 6.02 eV (ReO3). These values are much smaller than the work
functions of the bulk high EA materials. The work function of a

Figure 1 | J–F characteristics and hole injection efficiencies of hole-only
devices. (a) J–F characteristics in linear scale of hole-only devices with various

high EA materials as the interlayer or without an interlayer. The current

density designates the absolute magnitude. The open symbols represent mea-

sured values and the solid line represents calculated field-dependent SCLCs.

Inset: close-up view of the same J–F data. (b) Same J–F data on logarithmic

axes. (c) Hole injection efficiencies of hole-only devices as a function of

average applied electric field, obtained from the equation gINJ 5 JINJ/JBULK.
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20 nm thick HAT-CN layer is 5.52 eV and that of a bulk MoO3 layer
is 6.9 eV, as reported in the literature21,22. The work function of a bulk
ReO3 layer is 6.75 eV, obtained by UPS measurements of a 10 nm
thick ReO3 layer deposited on a sputtered Au substrate, as shown in
Fig. S3. These results might indicate that the 1 nm thick interlayers
form islands rather than continuous films. Deposition of an NPB
layer of thickness 6–8 nm on an ITO/high EA material (1 nm)
substrate results in large vacuum level shifts toward higher binding
energies of 0.37 eV (HAT-CN/NPB), 1.46 eV (MoO3/NPB), and
1.32 eV (ReO3/NPB). These large negative vacuum level shifts are
generated by the combined effect of the interface dipole resulting
from electron transfer from NPB to the high EA materials and
energy level bending23. The highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) onset of NPB on a high EA material layer increased
gradually with increasing NPB thickness, because interfacial p-type
doping was generated at the high EA material/NPB interface. The
values of the vacuum level shift and HOMO onset shift for various
thin high EA material layers as a function of the thickness of the NPB
layer are summarized in Fig. 2.

Estimation of the hole injection barrier, which is defined by the
energy difference between the Fermi level of the electrodes and the
HOMO level of the organic layers, from the UPS spectra requires
separation of the interfacial dipole effect and energy level bending in
the vacuum level shifts. When the NPB comes into contact with the
high EA material without rearrangement of the electric charge, the
organic layer is in the potential of the surface dipole of the high EA
material layer in an extremely narrow interfacial gap. However, for
an interface with a thick organic layer, band bending, which arises by
redistribution of charges between the high EA material layer and the
NPB layer, should also be considered, because the work functions of
the high EA material layer and NPB are different23. In the band-
bending region, the vacuum level shift is parallel to that of NPB
HOMO onset. Based on the above discussion, the hole injection
barrier is defined by the NPB HOMO onset at around 0.8 nm, since
the HOMO onset shift of the NPB film does not change much in the
first few nanometres compared with the vacuum level shift. The hole
injection barriers are 0.86 eV at HAT-CN/NPB, 0.41 eV at MoO3/
NPB, and 0.38 eV at ReO3/NPB, in the vicinity of the interfacial
region. These hole injection barriers are much smaller than that at
the ITO/NPB interface (1.64 eV)24. Fig. 3 shows the energy level
alignment diagram for the ITO/high EA materials/NPB structure.

Recently, the energy alignment of organic semiconductors on
transition metal oxides has been expressed by a simple plot, as fol-
lows22:

DEH* IEorg{W
� �

z0:3? WvIEorg
� �

DEH*0:3? WwIEorg
� � ð2Þ

where DEH is the hole injection barrier, IEorg is the ionization energy
of the organic semiconductor, and W is the work function of the
substrate. Fig. 4 shows the hole injection barriers (open symbol) of

Figure 2 | Summary of values of vacuum level shift (left panel) and
HOMO onset shift (right panel) on various thin high EA material layers,
as a function of NPB film thickness.

Figure 3 | Energy level alignment diagram for ITO/high EA materials/
NPB structure. (a) ITO/HAT-CN/NPB, (b) ITO/MoO3/NPB, and (c)

ITO/ReO3/NPB.
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our systems, and equation (2) (dashed line), as a function of the
energy differences between the work functions of 1 nm thick high
EA materials and the ionization energy of NPB. The trend in the hole
injection barrier is in good agreement with equation (2), even though
HAT-CN is not a transition metal oxide but an organic semi-
conductor. The hole injection barriers were pinned at <0.4 eV with
the MoO3 and ReO3 interlayers, whereas the hole injection barrier
increased to 0.86 eV with the HAT-CN interlayer. The hole injection
barriers with the MoO3 and ReO3 interlayers were consistent with
the polaron energy of NPB, which is defined as an energy difference
between the ionization energy of NPB by 5.35 eV and the positive
integer charge-transfer state (EICT1) by 4.9 eV, indicating that the
Fermi level was pinned to the EICT1 of NPB25,26.

Degree of charge generation at high EA materials/NPB interfaces.
The hole injection barrier with a HAT-CN interlayer is much higher
than those with MoO3 and ReO3 interlayers, consistent with the hole
injection efficiency for the J–F characteristics. However, the hole
injection properties with the ReO3 interlayer are superior to those
with the MoO3 interlayer, although the hole injection barrier is
almost the same, i.e. <0.4 eV. Also, the formation of a perfect
ohmic contact using the ReO3 interlayer cannot be explained,
based on the measured hole injection barrier (0.38 eV), by J–F
simulation using the drift-diffusion model, which results in a
potential drop at the ITO/NPB contact of 0.38 eV13. There must be
another factor influencing the injection characteristics of the
interlayers; this was identified using XPS. Fig. 5 shows the XPS
spectra of MoO3 films for the Mo 3d core levels (Fig. 5a) and of
ReO3 films for the Re 4f core levels (Fig. 5b). The spectrum of the
1 nm thick MoO3 film shows not only a single Mo 3d3/2 and 3d5/2

doublet, but also significant pair of shoulder peaks. The binding
energies of the Mo 3d3/2 and Mo 3d5/2 doublet are 235.8 eV and
232.8 eV, respectively; these values are close to the reported
values27. The pair of shoulder peaks is located at 234.7 eV and
231.3 eV, respectively, by Gaussian curve fitting as shown in Fig.
S4a. These shoulder peaks are reduced forms of Mo such as MoV

species28,29 which can be generated by oxygen deficiencies during
the thermal evaporation process. The ratio between MoVI and MoV

is 67%533% in the 1 nm thick MoO3 film. The oxygen deficiencies
are the origins of gap states which are generated close to the Fermi
level29,30, as shown in our UPS spectra in Fig. S2. The portion of the
doublet at the lower binding energy increases after deposition of NPB
on the MoO3 film, indicating the generation of MoV species. The ratio

between MoVI and MoV is 43%557% in the case of MoO3/NPB
(3 nm), as shown in Fig. S4b. The higher ratio of MoV species
compared to the case of pristine 1 nm thick MoO3 film is due to
the reduction of MoO3 by NPB molecules.

A little different results are observed for ReO3 (Fig. 5b). The spec-
trum of 1 nm thick ReO3 film before NPB deposition shows mainly a
single Re 4f5/2 and 4f7/2 doublet with only small portion of a pair of
shoulder peaks. The binding energies of the Re 4f5/2 and 4f7/2 doublet
are 48.3 eV and 46.0 eV, respectively, which are close to the reported
values31. The pair of shoulder peaks is located at 45.6 eV and 43.1 eV,
respectively, by Gaussian curve fitting as shown in Fig. S4c. These
shoulder peaks are reduced forms of Re such as ReIV species31, indi-
cating generation of gap state close to the Fermi level similar to the
case of pristine 1 nm thick MoO3 film. The deposition of NPB on the
ReO3 film increased the portion of the shoulder peaks at a lower
binding energy level, indicating generation of ReIV species. The ratio
between ReVI and ReIV is 55%545% in the case of ReO3/NPB (4 nm),
as shown in Fig. S4d, increased from 86%514% in the pristine 1 nm
thick ReO3 film (Fig. S4c). The higher ratio of ReIV species compared
to the case of the pristine 1 nm thick ReO3 film is also due to the
reduction of ReO3 film by NPB molecules. These reductions in the
oxidation states of MoO3 and ReO3 reflect positive charge transfer to
NPB and a p-type doping effect in the NPB matrix, consistent with
the large negative vacuum level shifts in the UPS spectra30. It is
interesting to note that the portion of the formation of the reduced
form of ReO3 by the deposition of NPB is higher than MoO3.
Moreover the reduction is divalent (ReIV) for ReO3 compared to

Figure 4 | Hole injection barriers of our systems as a function of energy
differences between work functions of 1 nm thick high EA materials and
ionization energy of NPB. The open symbols represent measured values

from UPS measurements and the dashed line represents the universal

energy alignment of organic semiconductors on transition metal oxides,

reported by M. T. Greiner et al.

Figure 5 | XPS spectra of Mo 3d core levels of MoO3 films and Re 4f core
levels of ReO3 films. XPS spectra for samples with the incremental

deposition of NPB on ITO/high EA material (1 nm) substrates. (a) Mo 3d

core levels of MoO3 film and (b) Re 4f core levels of ReO3 film.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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the monovalent (MoV) for MoO3. These facts indicate that more
charge-transfer complexes are formed at the ReO3/NPB interface
than the MoO3/NPB interface.

More evidence of the formation of the charge-transfer complex
can be obtained from PL experiment of the high EA material/NPB
layers deposited on quartz substrate12. The PL intensities of 50 nm
thick NPB films with and without high EA materials are displayed in
Fig. 6 as a function of wavelength. The PL intensities decreased
significantly when high EA materials were inserted between the
quartz glass and the NPB film compared with that of the NPB-only
film on quartz glass. The PL efficiency of the NPB film without an
interlayer was 30.23%, whereas the PL efficiencies of the NPB films
on HAT-CN, MoO3, and ReO3 interlayers were 28.42%, 22.24%, and
11.34%, respectively. These results indicate that not only charge-
transfer complexes are formed at the high EA materials/NPB inter-
faces, because charge-transfer complexes near the interfaces behave
as quenching sites for excitons in the NPB films through polaron–
exciton quenching32–34; also, the degrees of formation of charge-
transfer complexes are different for different high EA materials.
Among the interlayers, ReO3 gives the highest density of charge-
transfer complexes, followed by MoO3 and HAT-CN. These
charge-transfer complexes at the high EA materials/NPB interfaces
can be easily dissociated to free carriers by an applied electric field or
thermal energy, because the ionization energies of hole carriers in p-
type-doped systems are small (approximately 10–20 meV)35. These
hole carriers generated from charge-transfer complexes at the inter-
face can be injected into the NPB matrix without overcoming the
hole injection barrier. The formation of a perfect ohmic contact is
therefore achieved not only as a result of the low hole injection
barrier, which is consistent with the polaron energy of the organic
layer, but also because of the high degree of charge generation at the
interface.

Discussion
In conclusion, we demonstrated the formation of a perfect ohmic
contact at an ITO/NPB interface, using ReO3 as an interfacial layer.
The hole injection efficiency was close to 100% at the interface, which
was much higher than those achieved using interfacial layers of
HAT-CN and MoO3. Interestingly, UPS measurements showed that
ReO3 and MoO3 interfacial layers resulted in similar hole injection
barriers of <0.4 eV to NPB, indicating that the Fermi level is pinned
to the polaron energy level of NPB, even though hole injection with
the ReO3 interlayer is superior to that with the MoO3 interlayer. This
contradiction was resolved based on the differences among the
degrees of charge generation in the NPB layers near the interfaces
for different high EA materials, observed by XPS and PL intensity
measurements. Among the interlayers, ReO3 gave the highest degree

of formation of charge-transfer complexes, followed by MoO3 and
HAT-CN. The formation of a perfect ohmic contact by the ReO3

layer is therefore achieved not only as a result of a low hole injection
barrier, which is consistent with the polaron energy of the organic
layer, but also because of the high degree of charge generation at the
interface. The development of the perfect ohmic contact between
ITO and OSs will contribute to improve the performance of the
organic optoelectronic devices utilizing the transparent electrodes
by removing the parasitic resistance.

Methods
Fabrication and characterization of hole-only devices. High EA materials, namely
HAT-CN, MoO3, and ReO3, were selected as the interfacial layer and NPB was
selected as the hole-transporting organic semiconductor. Hole-only devices were
fabricated by thermal evaporation in a high vacuum (<1025 Pa). Prior to deposition,
the ITO substrates were cleaned with ultrapurified water, acetone, and isopropyl
alcohol, and then dried in an oven at 80uC. We used hole-only devices with the
structure glass/ITO (150 nm)/high EA material (1 nm)/NPB (1,000 nm)/high EA
material (1 nm)/Ag (70 nm) to measure the J–F characteristics. The high EA
materials and NPB were thermally evaporated at rates of 0.05 Å/s and 2.0 Å/s,
respectively. A hole-only device with the structure glass/ITO (150 nm)/NPB
(1,850 nm)/Ag (70 nm) was fabricated using the same procedure, and the hole
mobility was measured using the time-of-flight method. All the devices were
encapsulated immediately after deposition in a nitrogen atmosphere, using an epoxy
glue and cavity glass lids. The active area of each device was 2 mm 3 2 mm. The J–F
characteristics of the hole-only devices were measured using a Keithley 237
semiconductor parameter analyser. For the time-of-flight measurements, a nitrogen
laser (337 nm) (KEC-150, USHO optical system) was used to generate electron–hole
pairs. A dc power supply was used to provide the bias voltage for hole detection. A
digital oscilloscope (TDS3052B, Tektronix) was used to capture the voltage across a
current-sensing resistor, which was connected in series to the samples. All J–F or
time-of-flight measurements were performed in an ambient atmosphere.

Photoemission spectroscopy analysis. Experiments were carried out in two
interconnected ultrahigh-vacuum chambers, one for thin film deposition and the
other for spectroscopic analysis, with a base pressure of the order of 1027 Pa. The UPS
valence band spectra were measured using He Ia (21.2 eV) as the excitation source.
XPS core level spectra were measured using Al Ka (1,486.6 eV) photon lines. The
UPS and XPS resolutions were 0.15 and 0.5 eV, respectively. The detailed
experimental procedures have been described in previous reports36,37.

PL measurements. PL spectra of the studied films were measured using an
integrating sphere. A continuous wave He/Cd laser (325 nm) (Series 56,
Omnichrome) was used as the excitation light source and a monochromator attached
to a photomultiplier tube was used as the optical detector system. NPB films of
thickness 50 nm were thermally evaporated on clean quartz glass/high EA material
layer (1 nm) substrates.
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